Footswitch for the CUBE-80GX and CUBE-40GX Expression pedals compatible with the GA-FC Foot Controller

Specifications

- **Input Impedance:**
  - CUBE-80GX: 1 M ohm
  - CUBE-40GX: 1 M ohm
  - MICRO CUBE RX: 1 M ohm
  - CUBE-80HDX: 1 M ohm
  - CUBE-40HDX: 1 M ohm
  - 24W: 1 M ohm

- **Rated Power Output:**
  - CUBE-80GX: 40 W
  - CUBE-40GX: 24 W
  - MICRO CUBE RX: 5 W
  - CUBE-80HDX: 25 W
  - CUBE-40HDX: 12 W

- **Dimensions:**
  - CUBE-80GX: 30 cm (12 inches) + Tweeter (Coaxial, 2-way)
  - CUBE-40GX: 11-11/16 (W) x 8-3/16 (D) x 11-5/8 (H) inches
  - MICRO CUBE RX: 9-3/4 (W) x 6-13/16 (D) x 17-7/16 (H) inches
  - MICRO CUBE BASS RX: 11-1/16 (W) x 8-3/16 (D) x 11-5/8 (H) inches
  - CUBE-80HDX: 17-3/8 (W) x 9-3/4 (D) x 17-1/16 (H) inches
  - CUBE-40HDX: 16-5/8 (W) x 12-13/16 (D) x 18-7/8 (H) inches

- **Connections:**
  - BASS INPUT, AUX IN, LINE OUT/DI OUT, RECORDING OUT/PHONES, EXT SPEAKER, FOOT SW (SOLO, COMP/DRIVE), RECORDING OUT/PHONES, FOOT SW (EFX/SOLO, COMP/DRIVE), STEREO AUX

- **Power Consumption:**
  - CUBE-80GX: 186 mA
  - CUBE-40GX: 20 W
  - MICRO CUBE RX: 11 W
  - CUBE-80HDX: 42 W
  - CUBE-40HDX: 12 W

- **Weight:**
  - CUBE-80GX: 7.6 kg / 16 lbs 13 oz
  - CUBE-40GX: 3.7 kg / 8 lbs 1 oz
  - MICRO CUBE RX: 2.8 kg / 6 lbs
  - CUBE-80HDX: 3.5 kg / 7 lbs 7 oz
  - CUBE-40HDX: 1.44 kg / 3 lbs 11 oz

Options

- **Footswitch**
  - FS-6: For CUBE-80GX and CUBE-40GX
  - FS-5U: Footswitch for the CUBE-80GX

- **Speakers**
  - CUBE-80GX: 18 cm (7-1/8 inches) x 20 W + tweeter
  - CUBE-40GX: 18 cm (7-1/8 inches) x 12 W + tweeter
  - MICRO CUBE RX: 10 cm (4 inches) x 20 W
  - CUBE-80HDX: 18 cm (7-1/8 inches) x 25 W + tweeter
  - CUBE-40HDX: 18 cm (7-1/8 inches) x 12 W + tweeter

- **Power Cord, Mini Cable (4-pole miniature phone type)**

- **Accessories:**
  - GA-FC Sticker
  - GA-FC Foot Controller
  - CUBE-80GX: 11-1/16 (W) x 8-3/16 (D) x 11-5/8 (H) inches

- **Input Impedance:**
  - BASS INPUT= 1 M ohm
  - INPUT= -10 dBu, STEREO AUX
  - INPUT= -10 dBu, i-CUBE LINK/AUX IN

- **Nominal Input Level:**
  - BASS INPUT= -10 dBu, AUX IN= -10 dBu
  - INPUT= -10 dBu, STEREO AUX
  - INPUT= -10 dBu, i-CUBE LINK/AUX IN

- **Current Draw:**
  - 186 mA

- **Registered Trademarks:**
  - Roland, BOSS, COSM, CUBE, MICRO CUBE, POWER SQUEEZER are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Roland Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

- **Copyright Notice:**
  - Printed in Japan. JUL. 2013 RAM-4830 JB-GEN-SS ACH2
  - The reproduction, without permission, of the whole or any part of this publication in any form or by any means, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, taping, or info transmission through other means is forbidden by law to make an audio recording, video recording, copy or revision of a third party’s copyrighted work (musical work, video work, broadcast, live performance, or other work), except for fair use as permitted by the copyright law. All rights reserved. The information contained in this manual is subject to change without notice.

- **Company names and product names appearing in this document are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners.**

- **Note:**
  - Specifications and appearances are subject to change without notice. Roland, BOSS, CUBE, CUBE, MICRO CUBE, POWER SQUEEZER are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Roland Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

- **Free CUBE JAM app offers great features for recording and practicing**

- **i-CUBE LINK provides simple audio interfacing with your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch**

- **COSM amp tones and effects onboard, providing killer sounds from clean to high gain**

- **Choose from three colors: Black, White, or Red**

Visit us online at www.Roland.com
The ultimate in amp modeling technology, fueled by decades of extensive R & D by Roland. Equipped with a wide selection of legendary amplifier tones, CUBE amps give you instant access to classic sounds for playing all styles of music. Roland’s COSM technology reproduces the response and playability of coveted vintage amps with incredible accuracy, based on meticulous analysis of electronic characteristics down to the component level, as well as the physical properties of speakers and cabinets. COSM has also given birth to all-new sounds such as the ultra-heavy EXTREME* amp type, which delivers massive, high-gain tones that surpass any existing amplifier.

Material choice is a crucial aspect in the CUBE’s specially designed speakers. Each CUBE model is outfitted with a custom speaker that’s been specifically designed and optimized to maximize the performance of each amp. All of the high-quality materials used in the speakers go through stringent durability tests, including the paper used to make the cones. Fitted with powerful magnetic circuitry, the speakers provide excellent projection and dynamic sound with great sensitivity, accurately reproducing everything from soft picking to heavy low-range tones.

Built for top sound quality and extraordinary durability. All CUBE amps feature quality cabinet construction usually only found in amps costing much more, with great care taken in the choice of materials, panel thicknesses, and construction methods. For example, the baffle employs direct-joint construction that converts the speaker’s vibration into sound with minimal loss, and we’ve improved the ultra-low range response by using airtight back construction. From the robust corner protectors to the sturdy metal grille to the bolted-in rubber feet, everything in the CUBE series’ cabinets has been designed with sound quality and heavy-duty use in mind.

The CUBE series has become the industry standard in small amplifiers by providing guitarists and bassists versatile amps with rich, expressive tones and big sound that defies their compact size. Roland’s renowned COSM technology powers the very best amp modeling available, while high-quality custom speakers and heavy-duty cabinet construction deliver top-level sound and rock-solid reliability that players can count on. The new CUBE-GX lineup represents the next evolution in the legendary series, building on the trusted CUBE standard with even more versatile operation, built-in connectivity for Apple’s iOS devices, and much more.

Material choice is a crucial aspect in the CUBE’s specially designed speakers. Each CUBE model is outfitted with a custom speaker that’s been specifically designed and optimized to maximize the performance of each amp. All of the high-quality materials used in the speakers go through stringent durability tests, including the paper used to make the cones. Fitted with powerful magnetic circuitry, the speakers provide excellent projection and dynamic sound with great sensitivity, accurately reproducing everything from soft picking to heavy low-range tones.

COSM Amps Onboard

Custom Speakers

Cabinets are precision-engineered to ensure clear, accurate, and interference-free sound transmission. The CUBE series’ cabinets are designed to be light yet sturdy, with precise panel thicknesses and construction methods that provide high stability and durability.

Cool Extras

With battery power, you can enjoy playing anywhere you want. Many CUBE models support battery-powered operation*, giving you high-quality portable amplification for playing anywhere—parties, street performances, the beach, camping trips, wherever! These amps deliver dynamic sounds for extended periods of non-stop playing, thanks to their ultra-efficient design.

Two Million Amps Sold

Thanks to the enthusiastic support of guitarists and bassists around the world, we’ve shipped more than two million CUBE series amps to date.

Available on the CUBE-80GX/-40GX/-20GX, MICRO CUBE GX, and CUBE Lite.

*Supported on the CUBE-80GX/-40GX/-20GX, MICRO CUBE GX, and CUBE Lite.

Battery-powered models: MICRO CUBE DX, MICRO CUBE, and MICRO CUBE BASS.
Sound quality that transcends size. Expressiveness that exceeds your imagination. That’s what the CUBE series is all about.

The CUBE series has become the industry standard in small amplifiers by providing guitarists and bassists versatile amps with rich, expressive tones and big sound that defies their compact size. Roland’s renowned COSM technology powers the very best amp modeling available, while high-quality custom speakers and heavy-duty cabinet construction deliver top-level sound and rock-solid reliability that players can count on. The new CUBE-GX lineup represents the next evolution in the legendary series, building on the trusted CUBE standard with even more versatile operation, built-in connectivity for Apple’s iOS devices, and much more.

COSM Amps Onboard

The ultimate in amp modeling technology, fueled by decades of extensive R & D by Roland.

Equipped with a side selection of legendary amplifier tones, CUBE amps give you instant access to classic sounds for playing all styles of music. Roland’s COSM technology reproduces the response and playability of coveted vintage amps with incredible accuracy, based on meticulous analysis of electronic characteristics down to the component level, as well as the physical properties of speakers and cabinets. COSM has also given birth to all new sounds such as the ultra-heavy EXTREME* amp type, which delivers massive, high-gain tones that surpass any existing amplifier.

Material choice is a crucial aspect in the CUBE’s specially designed speakers.

Each CUBE model is outfitted with a custom speaker that’s been specifically designed and optimized to maximize the performance of each amp. All of the high-quality materials used in the speakers go through stringent durability tests, including the paper used to make the cones. Fitted with powerful magnetic circuitry, the speakers provide excellent projection and dynamic sound with great sensitivity, accurately reproducing everything from soft picking to heavy low-range tones.

Cabinet Design

Built for top sound quality and extraordinary durability.

All CUBE amps feature quality cabinet construction usually only found in amps costing much more, with great care taken in the choice of materials, panel thicknesses, and construction methods. For example, the baffle employs direct-joint construction that converts the speaker’s vibration into sound with minimal loss, and we’ve improved the ultra-low range response by using an air-tight back construction. From the robust corner protectors to the sturdy metal grille to the bolted-in rubber feet, everything in the CUBE series’ cabinets has been designed with sound quality and heavy-duty use in mind.

i-CUBE LINK and the free CUBE JAM app make playing and practicing even more fun!

The CUBE JAM* app turns your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch into a powerful tool for jamming, recording, and music practice. Simply plug your iOS device into a CUBE amp equipped with i-CUBE LINK using the included cable, then have fun riffing and recording with your favorite tunes and using practice functions like independent speed and pitch adjustment, Center Cancel, and more. With battery power, you can enjoy playing anywhere you want. Many CUBE models support battery-powered operation*, giving you high quality portable amplification for playing anywhere—parties, street performances, the beach, camping trips, wherever! Even when powered by batteries, these amps deliver dynamic sounds for extended periods of non-stop playing, thanks to their ultra-efficient design.

Two Million Amps Sold

Thanks to the enthusiastic support of guitarists and bassists around the world, we’ve dispensed more than two million CUBE series amps so far.

Technology

The CUBE series has become the industry standard in small amplifiers by providing guitarists and bassists versatile amps with rich, expressive tones and big sound that defies their compact size. Roland’s renowned COSM technology powers the very best amp modeling available, while high-quality custom speakers and heavy-duty cabinet construction deliver top-level sound and rock-solid reliability that players can count on. The new CUBE-GX lineup represents the next evolution in the legendary series, building on the trusted CUBE standard with even more versatile operation, built-in connectivity for Apple’s iOS devices, and much more.

COSM Amps Onboard

The ultimate in amp modeling technology, fueled by decades of extensive R & D by Roland.

Equipped with a side selection of legendary amplifier tones, CUBE amps give you instant access to classic sounds for playing all styles of music. Roland’s COSM technology reproduces the response and playability of coveted vintage amps with incredible accuracy, based on meticulous analysis of electronic characteristics down to the component level, as well as the physical properties of speakers and cabinets. COSM has also given birth to all new sounds such as the ultra-heavy EXTREME* amp type, which delivers massive, high-gain tones that surpass any existing amplifier.

Material choice is a crucial aspect in the CUBE’s specially designed speakers.

Each CUBE model is outfitted with a custom speaker that’s been specifically designed and optimized to maximize the performance of each amp. All of the high-quality materials used in the speakers go through stringent durability tests, including the paper used to make the cones. Fitted with powerful magnetic circuitry, the speakers provide excellent projection and dynamic sound with great sensitivity, accurately reproducing everything from soft picking to heavy low-range tones.

Cabinet Design

Built for top sound quality and extraordinary durability.

All CUBE amps feature quality cabinet construction usually only found in amps costing much more, with great care taken in the choice of materials, panel thicknesses, and construction methods. For example, the baffle employs direct-joint construction that converts the speaker’s vibration into sound with minimal loss, and we’ve improved the ultra-low range response by using an air-tight back construction. From the robust corner protectors to the sturdy metal grille to the bolted-in rubber feet, everything in the CUBE series’ cabinets has been designed with sound quality and heavy-duty use in mind.

i-CUBE LINK and the free CUBE JAM app make playing and practicing even more fun!

The CUBE JAM* app turns your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch into a powerful tool for jamming, recording, and music practice. Simply plug your iOS device into a CUBE amp equipped with i-CUBE LINK using the included cable, then have fun riffing and recording with your favorite tunes and using practice functions like independent speed and pitch adjustment, Center Cancel, and more. With battery power, you can enjoy playing anywhere you want. Many CUBE models support battery-powered operation*, giving you high quality portable amplification for playing anywhere—parties, street performances, the beach, camping trips, wherever! Even when powered by batteries, these amps deliver dynamic sounds for extended periods of non-stop playing, thanks to their ultra-efficient design.

Two Million Amps Sold

Thanks to the enthusiastic support of guitarists and bassists around the world, we’ve dispensed more than two million CUBE series amps so far.

Technology

The CUBE series has become the industry standard in small amplifiers by providing guitarists and bassists versatile amps with rich, expressive tones and big sound that defies their compact size. Roland’s renowned COSM technology powers the very best amp modeling available, while high-quality custom speakers and heavy-duty cabinet construction deliver top-level sound and rock-solid reliability that players can count on. The new CUBE-GX lineup represents the next evolution in the legendary series, building on the trusted CUBE standard with even more versatile operation, built-in connectivity for Apple’s iOS devices, and much more.
In further refining the CUBE tradition of high performance, compact size, and rugged durability, the CUBE-GX series represents the pinnacle of perfection in affordable guitar amplification.

**CUBE-40GX**
- **COSM AMP** type: Seven types of COSM guitar amps—including JC CLEAN and EXTREME—plus a mic preamp
- **Effects**: Five EFX types, including HEAVY OCTAVE effect for ultra-fat low tones
- **Built-in manual/chromatic tuner**
- **Memory function** allows you to store up to eight settings

**CUBE-80GX**
- **COSM AMP** type: Seven types of COSM guitar amps, including many legendary classics plus two original amps: EXTREME for deep high-gain distortion with excellent note definition, and ZYRA AMP for dynamic tones with unparalleled picking response
- **Effects**: Five EFX types, including HEAVY OCTAVE effect for ultra-fat low tones
- **Built-in manual/chromatic tuner**
- **Memory function** allows you to store up to eight settings

**CUBE JAM**
- A free app for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch that lets you jam with your favorite tunes, record your playing, and mix down your recordings.
- You can easily change the speed and/or pitch of song playback, and use the Center Cancel function to isolate your instrument while recording.

**CUBE-20GX**
- Equipped with 20 watts of power and an 8-inch custom speaker
- Three independent channels: JC CLEAN, LEAD, and programmable SOLO
- Six LEAD types provide a wide range of sounds, including high-gain EXTREME, warm TWEED, and an acoustic guitar simulator
- Five EFX types, including HEAVY OCTAVE effect for ultra-fat low tones
- Independent DELAY and REVERB
- Built-in manual/chromatic tuner

**CUBE Lite**—lets you directly connect to your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch using an included four-conductor mini cable, providing two-way communication with your iOS device.

**i-CUBE LINK**—built in to all CUBE-GX amps and the CUBE Lite lets you directly connect to your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch using a included four-conductor mini cable, providing two-way communication with your iOS device and other popular music apps.

**Micro CUBE GX**
- This ultra-compact powerhouse delivers astonishingly big sound and runs on batteries.
- Seven types of COSM guitar amps—including JC CLEAN and EXTREME—plus a mic preamp
- MEMORY function allows you to store custom settings (including effects) for each of the eight amp types
- Supports two types of power: six AA batteries* and the included AC adaptor
- Five EFX types plus independent DELAY and REVERB
- Built-in manual/chromatic tuner

**Cube JAM** is a free app for iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad that lets you jam with your favorite tunes, record your playing, and mix down your recordings.

---

* Up to 20 hours of non-stop playing is possible with six AA alkaline batteries.

---

**CUBE-GX Series**
- **Guitar Amplifier**
- **M-CUBE GXR**
- **M-CUBE GXW**
- **M-CUBE GX**
- **Black**, **Red**, or **White**
- **iPhone**, **iPad**, or **iPod touch**
- **Powerful sound in a bedroom-size amp.**
- **Five EFX types**
- **Independent DELAY and REVERB**
- **Built-in manual/chromatic tuner**
- **MEMORY function**

---

**Cube JAM** is a free app for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch that lets you jam with your favorite tunes, record your playing, and mix down your recordings. You can easily change the speed and/or pitch of song playback, and use the Center Cancel function to isolate your instrument while recording.

---

**http://roland.cm/cubejam**
In further refining the CUBE tradition of high performance, compact size, and rugged durability, the CUBE-GX series represents the pinnacle of perfection in affordable guitar amplification.

For Guitar perfection in affordable guitar amplification, the CUBE-GX series represents the pinnacle of performance, compact size, and rugged durability, in further refining the CUBE tradition of high dynamic amps shine on stage and in the studio.

- The CUBE-20GX is equipped with a 10-inch custom speaker and delivers 20 big watts of power, more than enough for performing live with loud bands.
- The CUBE-40GX features a 10-inch custom speaker and 40 watts of power, ideal for studio sessions, club gigs, and rehearsals.
- Three independent channels: JC CLEAN, LEAD, and programmable SOLO
- 11 COSM amp types, including many legendary classics plus two original amps: EXTREME for deep high-gain distortion with excellent note definition, and DYNA AMP for dynamic tones with unparalleled picking response.
- Five EFX types, including HEAVY OCTAVE effect for ultra-fat low tones
- Independent DELAY and REVERB
- CUBE LINK lets you jam and record with your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
- Remote channel switching and effects on/off with the GA-FC Foot Controller (sold separately)
- Built-in manual/chromatic tuner that supports flat tuning and seven-string guitars

Powerful sound in a bedroom-size amp.

- Equipped with 20 watts of power and an 8-inch custom speaker
- Three independent channels: JC CLEAN, LEAD, and programmable SOLO
- Six LEAD types provide a wide range of sounds, including high-gain EXTREME, warm OVERDRIVE, and an acoustic guitar simulator
- Five EFX types, including HEAVY OCTAVE effect for ultra-fat low tones
- Independent DELAY and REVERB
- CUBE LINK lets you jam and record with your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
- Built-in manual/chromatic tuner that supports flat tuning and seven-string guitars

CUBE JAM is a free app for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch that lets you jam with your CUBE-20GX/40GX amps and other popular music apps.

This ultra-compact powerhouse delivers astonishingly big sound and runs on batteries.

- Seven types of COSM guitar amps—including JC CLEAN and EXTREME—plus a mic preamp
- MEMORY function allows you to store custom settings (including effects) for each of the eight amp types
- Supports two types of power: six AA batteries* and the included AC adaptor
- Five EFX types plus independent DELAY and REVERB
- CUBE LINK lets you jam and record with your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
- Built-in chromatic tuner

Choose from three colors: Black, White, or Red

*Up to 20 hours of non-stop playing is possible with six AA alkaline batteries.
Rich stereo sound from a battery-powered amp.

- Highly efficient stereo amp and four custom speakers
- Speaker material reproduces harmonics with full clarity
- Seven COSM amp models produce tones based on classic amplifiers
- Built-in mic preamp
- High-quality CHORDUS, FLANGER, DELAY, and REVERB onboard
- RHYTHM GUIDE function for rhythm training and accompaniment
- Boost switch provides instant tonal variation
- Built-in chromatic tuner; can also be set for E-flat tuning

Flexible connections support a wide range of applications.

The MICRO CUBE RX series features an output for using headphones or directly connecting to recording devices. There’s also an AUX IN jack to plug in an MP3 player or instrument, and a footswitch jack for setting tempo and controlling stereo depth of the built-in RHYTHM GUIDE. MICRO CUBE RX-BASS RX share the same rear-panel design.

Powerful 120 W amp with flagship features and massive sound.

- Professional 120 watts amp with custom-designed 12-inch coaxial speaker
- Dual custom-designed air-flow port for deep bass and punchy sound
- Eight COSM bass amp models, including the new SUPER LOW
- Seven effects, including the new POLY OCTAVE and DRIVE
- SOLO function with memory for use as a second channel
- LOOPER function for layered solos and one-person performances
- Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

Versatile 60 W amp for studio sessions and gigs.

- Compact 60 watts bass amp with custom-designed 10-inch coaxial speaker
- Dual custom-designed air-flow port for deep bass and punchy sound
- Eight COSM bass amp models, including the new SUPER LOW
- Seven effects, including the new POLY OCTAVE and DRIVE
- SOLO function with memory for use as a second channel
- LOOPER function for layered solos and one-person performances
- Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

Rich stereo sound from a battery-powered amp.

- Highly efficient stereo amp and four custom speakers
- Speaker material reproduces harmonics with full clarity
- Seven COSM amp models produce tones based on classic amplifiers
- Built-in mic preamp
- High-quality CHORDUS, FLANGER, DELAY, and REVERB onboard
- RHYTHM GUIDE function for rhythm training and accompaniment
- Boost switch provides instant tonal variation
- Built-in chromatic tuner; can also be set for E-flat tuning

Flexible connections support a wide range of applications.

The MICRO CUBE RX series features an output for using headphones or directly connecting to recording devices. There’s also an AUX IN jack to plug in an MP3 player or instrument, and a footswitch jack for setting tempo and controlling stereo depth of the built-in RHYTHM GUIDE. MICRO CUBE RX-BASS RX share the same rear-panel design.

Powerful 120 W amp with flagship features and massive sound.

- Professional 120 watts amp with custom-designed 12-inch coaxial speaker
- Dual custom-designed air-flow port for deep bass and punchy sound
- Eight COSM bass amp models, including the new SUPER LOW
- Seven effects, including the new POLY OCTAVE and DRIVE
- SOLO function with memory for use as a second channel
- LOOPER function for layered solos and one-person performances
- Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

Versatile 60 W amp for studio sessions and gigs.

- Compact 60 watts bass amp with custom-designed 10-inch coaxial speaker
- Dual custom-designed air-flow port for deep bass and punchy sound
- Eight COSM bass amp models, including the new SUPER LOW
- Seven effects, including the new POLY OCTAVE and DRIVE
- SOLO function with memory for use as a second channel
- LOOPER function for layered solos and one-person performances
- Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

XL BASS quality in an amp sized for the bedroom.

- Ultra-compact 20 watts bass amp with custom-designed 8-inch speaker
- Six COSM bass amp models, including the new SUPER FLAT
- Seven effects, including the new POLY OCTAVE and DRIVE
- POWER SQUEEZER function for powerful bass tones at low volumes
- Built-in tuner that’s easy to use
Rich stereo sound from a battery-powered amp.

- Highly efficient stereo amp and four custom speakers
- Speaker material reproduces harmonics with full clarity
- Seven COSM amps produce tones based on classic amplifiers
- Built-in mic preamp
- High-quality CHORDER, FLANGER, DELAY, and REVERB onboard
- RHYTHM GUIDE function for rhythm training and accompaniment
- 350 ms delay switch provides instant tonal variation
- Built-in chromatic tuner; can also be set for E-flat tuning

Flexible connections support a wide range of applications.

The MICRO CUBE RX series features an output for using headphones or directly connecting to recording devices. There’s also a MIC IN jack and 3.5 mm TRS input jack for an instrument or microphone. The FS-5U footswitch for tapping tempos and controlling functions of the built-in RHYTHM GUIDE tracks.

**CUBE bass amplifier comparison chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amp Type</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Rated Power Output</th>
<th>COSM AMP Type</th>
<th>Rear Panel</th>
<th>Control Panel</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUBE-80XL BASS</td>
<td>25 cm + Coaxial Tweeter</td>
<td>5W</td>
<td>COSM AMP TYPE</td>
<td>EFFECTS</td>
<td>RHYTHM GUIDE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBE-120XL BASS</td>
<td>30 cm + Coaxial Tweeter</td>
<td>120 W</td>
<td>EFFECTS</td>
<td>RHYTHM GUIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBE-20XL BASS</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>20 W</td>
<td>EFFECTS</td>
<td>RHYTHM GUIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBE-60XL BASS</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>60 W</td>
<td>EFFECTS</td>
<td>RHYTHM GUIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBE-60XL BASS RX</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>60 W</td>
<td>EFFECTS</td>
<td>RHYTHM GUIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Versatile 60 W amp for studio sessions and gigs.

- Compact 60 watts bass amp with custom-designed 10-inch coaxial speaker
- Dual custom-designed air-flow port for deep bass and punchy sound
- Seven COSM bass amp models, including the new SUPER LOW
- Seven effects, including the new POLY OCTAVE and DRIVE
- Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-120XL BASS**

- Preamp Type: 80 W
- Output Type: 80 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-120XL BASS
- Power: 120 W
- Speaker: 30 cm + Coaxial Tweeter
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

Powerful 120 W amp with flagship features and massive sound.

- Professional 120 watts amp with custom-designed 12-inch coaxial speaker
- Dual custom-designed air-flow port for deep bass and punchy sound
- Seven COSM amp models, including the new SUPER LOW
- Seven effects, including the new POLY OCTAVE and DRIVE
- Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-60XL BASS**

- Preamp Type: 60 W
- Output Type: 60 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-60XL BASS
- Power: 60 W
- Speaker: 20 cm + Coaxial Tweeter
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-20XL BASS**

- Preamp Type: 20 W
- Output Type: 20 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-20XL BASS
- Power: 20 W
- Speaker: 10 cm
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-60XL BASS RX**

- Preamp Type: 60 W
- Output Type: 60 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-60XL BASS RX
- Power: 60 W
- Speaker: 20 cm + Coaxial Tweeter
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-120XL BASS**

- Preamp Type: 120 W
- Output Type: 120 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-120XL BASS
- Power: 120 W
- Speaker: 30 cm + Coaxial Tweeter
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-20XL BASS**

- Preamp Type: 20 W
- Output Type: 20 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-20XL BASS
- Power: 20 W
- Speaker: 10 cm
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-60XL BASS RX**

- Preamp Type: 60 W
- Output Type: 60 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-60XL BASS RX
- Power: 60 W
- Speaker: 20 cm + Coaxial Tweeter
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-120XL BASS**

- Preamp Type: 120 W
- Output Type: 120 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-120XL BASS
- Power: 120 W
- Speaker: 30 cm + Coaxial Tweeter
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-20XL BASS**

- Preamp Type: 20 W
- Output Type: 20 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-20XL BASS
- Power: 20 W
- Speaker: 10 cm
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support

**CUBE-60XL BASS RX**

- Preamp Type: 60 W
- Output Type: 60 cm X 4
- Program: CUBE-60XL BASS RX
- Power: 60 W
- Speaker: 20 cm + Coaxial Tweeter
- COSM AMP TYPE: EFFECTS
- Rear Panel: RHYTHM GUIDE, LOOPER, and POWER SQUEEZER onboard
- Control Panel: Built-in chromatic bass tuner with drop-tuning support
Specifications

Options

Expression pedals compatible with the GA-FC Foot Controller

Accessories:

Power Cord, Mini Cable (4-pole miniature phone type), GA-FC Sticker

Footswitch for the CUBE-80GX and CUBE-40GX Expression pedals compatible with the GA-FC Foot Controller

Features:

• Footswitches are compatible with the GA-FC Foot Controller

CUBE-80GX

MICRO CUBE GX

Adaptor, Alkaline Battery (AA, LR6) x 6

IN= -10 dBu, MONO AUX IN= -10 dBu

MICRO CUBE RX

8-15/16 (H) inches

REC OUT/PHONES, DC IN

378 (W) x 221 (D) x 384 (H) mm / 14-15/16 (W) x 8-3/4 (D) x 15-1/8 (H) inches

Input Impedance:

INPUT= 1 M ohm

Weight:

441 (W) x 247 (D) x 433 (H) mm / 17-3/8 (W) x 9-3/4 (D) x 17-1/16 (H) inches

Power Supply:

AC Adaptor, Alkaline Battery (AA, LR6) x 6, Rechargeable Ni-MH Battery (AA, LR6) x 6

Nominal Input Level:

INPUT= -10 dBu, i-CUBE LINK/AUX IN= -10 dBu

Rated Power Output:

20 W

Power Consumption:

24 W

Current Draw:

186 mA

i-CUBE LINK provides simple audio interfacing with your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch

Connection Cable

INPUT, i-CUBE LINK/AUX IN, BASS INPUT, AUX IN, LINE OUT/DI OUT, RECORDING OUT/PHONES, EXT SPEAKER, FOOT SW (JC CLEAN/LEAD, SOLO), FOOT SW (GA-FC), AC IN

Footswitch for the CUBE series for channel switching.

Use for connecting two FS-5U/-5L footswitches

Connection Cable

INPUT, FOOT SW, STEREO AUX IN, MONO AUX IN, REC OUT/PHONES, DC IN

Expression pedals for the CUBE series

Choose from three colors: Black, White, or Red

Free CUBE JAM app offers great features for recording and practicing

FS-6/FS-6L

FS-5U/FS-5L

FS-5U

FS-5L

2.1 Channel Audio System for Guitarists

CUBE are tone and effects add-ons, providing guitarists with an innovative and integrated solution to enjoy high quality stereo sound. The headphone jack, integrated speaker system, and line output allow Tone Cubes to be used as a complete portable audio studio, right in your hands. CUBE的成功在于其能够模拟各种现有的音效，同时创造出前所未有的音效。在CUBE-LT中，我们可以找到这种音效的精髓，而CUBE-20XL则提供了一种全新的体验。
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